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The version of AI we see now is the
dumbest version we will ever see.

sam altman, ceo, openai



It is not the strongest of the species
that survives, not the most intelligent
that survives. It is the one that is the
most adaptable to change.

CHARLES DARWIN















In a world where one university is preparing students for
the world of work, encouraging the use of all digital tools
at their disposal (including AI) and designing assessments
that encourage the creative use of such tools, and
another is seeking to restrict the use of such technology
to fit with an antiquated regulatory framework it can’t
be bothered to change, which institution do we think
students will want to choose?



Eliezer Yudkowsky
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Give clear instructions
Provide reference texts
Split complex tasks
Give it thinking time
Use external tools
Keep testing it



From The AI Educator, Dan Fitzpatrick 
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Ask assessment questions that can’t easily be ChatGPT’d
or SnapMyAI’d!

Expect (and suggest) that AI might help them in the
ideation phase

Encourage learners to ask AI to help them improve their
work

Insist on transparency of use (e.g. prompts in appendices)

Allow staff to utilise GPTs for marking and feedback

Focus on student verbal justification (VIVA-esque)
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